It has been shown by Moore and Kline t that in order that a closed subset M of the euclidean plane be contained in an arc of the plane, it is necessary and sufficient that (1) M be compact, (2) the maximal connected subsets (components) of M be arcs or points, (3) no inner point of any arc of M be a limit point of the complement (in M) of that arc. A closed point set with these properties we shall call a Moore-Kline set (or M. K. set) and we shall say that a topologic space has the Moore-Kline (M. K.) property if every M. K. subset is contained in an arc of that space. Our problem is the characterisation of spaces which have this property, in the universe of generalised continuous curves: i.e., complete, metric, separable, connected, and locally connected spaces. § The characterisation which we give is, in an equivalent form, also valid for certain non-metric spaces developed by R. L. Moore, and the space of Aronszajn.|| The paper contains an extension to generalised continuous curves of a recent theorem of G. T. Whyburn,^f with an independent proof. 
Then, inductively, we establish the existence of a tree T* containing M such that no point whatever of the arc set N of M is a branch point of T*. Fixing now on two arbitrary end points p and q of T* we construct a monotonie decreasing sequence of perfect continuous curvesf Kx, K2, ■ • ■ , such that each contains M and further such that for every integer j every point of Nj=2^A'mn is a cut point between p and q of K,. We are able to conclude that in their infinite product, U°° K«> every point of N is a cut point between p and q and in consequence that N is contained in an arc pq of JJ00 Kn.% Then we are finished if N = M. While this is not generally the case, this final obstacle is obviated by a very simple device to which we at once proceed.
3.1. Suppose that M* is an arbitrary M. K. subset of C. It is clear that the set of points H which are end points of maximal arcs or are point components of M* is a self-compact totally disconnected point set. Suppose that Ñ*, where TV* is the arc set of M*, is not M*. Then the set of points M* -N* is totally disconnected and locally self-compact, and contains a countable dense set (hn). Let tx be any arc with end point hx which has no point in common with 2?*, and is of diameter less than 1. On tx there is a countable set of mutually exclusive arcs oiC -M*, converging to hx: let these be (tx,) and write tl =2~ljtv-If tn-i has been defined, let hn> be the first point of (hn) which does not belong to 2î tí • There is an arc tn with end point hn' which is of diameter less than 1/n and has no point in common with 7?*+2i tí, and on this there is a countable set of mutually exclusive arcs (/",-) of C -M* converging to Â"<: then tn =2~lit»i-It is readily seen that M = M*+ 2~L7^ is an M. K. set which contains M* and is such that N = M, where JV is the arc set of M.
4. We deduce a simple consequence of property A. Suppose that ab is an arc of C such that & is a limit point of C -ab. Then there exists a sequence of points (bn) of C -ab converging to b. Then this contains a subsequence (b") such that there is an arc ¿>nZ>"+i c C -ab of diameter less than 1/n. It follows readily that b is accessible from C -ab, and is an inner point of an arc abb'.
4.1. It will be apparent that the simple continuous curves § have the Moore-Kline property, and it will be suspected that they are in some way specially related to this property. We devote this and the next section to showing that if C has any local cut point\\ it is a simple continuous curve. In f A perfect continuous curve (hereditary continuous curve) is one whose every subcontinuum is a continuous curve.
t We have chosen perfect continuous curves K" to insure that UKn is a continuous curve. § The arc, the simple closed curve, the open curve, or the ray. See R. L. Moore, Concerning simple continuous curves, these Transactions, vol. 21 (1920), pp. 313-320 . || The point x is a local cut point if there exists an open connected set D, and D-x is not connected.
[July the main body of our argument we shall be able to suppose that C has no local cut point. For, let y denote any local .cut point of C, and D an open connected set such that D -y is not connected. There is an arc xyz such that xy-y and zy-y belong to distinct components of D-y. If, now, y c D -xyz, there is a sequence of points (n") of D -xyz converging to y and such that either xy -y or zy -y (we shall suppose the first, the cases being entirely similar) belongs to a component of D -y which contains no point of ^î>". Then if ix") is an arbitrary sequence of points of xy-y converging to y, for no n can v" and xn be arc-joined in D -yz. The contradiction with property A is immediate. Therefore there exists a subarc x'yz' of xyz = xx'yz'z such that every point of this arc is a local cut point. We have shown then that all local cut points are points of Menger-Urysohn order two, and that the set of these is open.
4.2. Suppose, in addition, that C has at least one point g which is not a local cut point. There is an arc gy. Let g' be the first point of gy in order gg'y which is a point of x'yz'. It is obvious that g' is the point x' or it is the point z': the cases are similar, and we shall say that g' is x'. Then we have the arc gx'yz'. There is a point g" on gx' such that g" is not a local cut point and every point of g"x' is a local cut point. If g" is not g it is an inner point of gx', and we readily conclude that there exists an arc hh', hh' gg"x' = h+h', h c <gg">f and h' c <g"x' >, so that the point h' is not of Menger order two, and therefore not a local cut point. Then g = g". In view of §4 and using the argument above, it readily follows that g is not a point of C-gx'yz'. Therefore g is of Menger order one and is an end point of C. Then if C contains another local non-cut point/ it is the arc fg, and if not it is a ray. Now if every point of C is a local cut point and also a cut point, C is an open curve. But if C contains one non-cut point, it contains a simple closed curve / and C is J. Then in every case C is a simple continuous curve.
4.3. We signalise an immediate consequence of the arguments above. If C contains no local cut points and ab is any arc of C, then bcC -ab and, by §4, there exists an arc abb' = ab+bb', where b'b -bcC -ab. 5. We shall have frequent recourse to the following general lemma: in any complete metric space C, if P is a perfect continuous curvet anà P*, n = l, 2, ■ ■ • , is a null-family of perfect continuous curves whose sequential limiting set H is totally disconnected and such that PPn¿¿0, then P+ 2~2rPn is a perfect continuous curve.
f If q is an arc, <?> denotes the arc minus its end points. X It is understood that these are self-compact. It is fairly obvious that H is a self-compact, totally disconnected subset of P, and that P+ 23i°°F" is connected and closed. If we let (pn) be any set of points such that pnc.P-Pn, then 2^pn is compact as subset of P, and Pn(pn, F")f converges to zero as n becomes infinite, because (P") is a nullfamily. Since C is a complete metric space, we readily conclude that ^P» is also compact, and P+ 23í°.P,, is a compact continuum. If this contains any subcontinuum not a continuous curve, the latter has a subcontinuum of condensation W. Since H is closed and totally disconnected, W contains a continuum of condensation W' such that W' -H = 0, and there is an integer n' such that W cP* = P+ ¿~^¡ Pn. Then P* is not a perfect continuous curve. But this contradicts the easily established fact that the connected sum of a finite set of perfect continuous curves is necessarily a perfect continuous curve. % 5.1. Every M. K. subset M of a generalised continuous curve C belongs to a tree of C. § Since the set of points which are end points of maximal arcs or are point components of M is a self-compact totally disconnected point set H, and the arc set N of M is a null-family, it is sufficient to know that there exists in C a tree which contains H. This is a simple theorem which we have had occasion to prove for locally compact continuous curves,|| and this proof may be followed with inessential modification. In fact, using connected neighborhoods to replace the more specialised compact continuous curves of that argument, one quickly establishes the existence of a perfect continuous curve on H, and this contains a subcontinuum^f irreducible about H. But it is obvious that a continuous curve irreducible about H, or more generally about any M. K. set, is necessarily acyclic, that is, a tree.
5.2. If F is a tree irreducible about M, the end points of T must be points of M and every limit point of end points belongs to M. Now no inner point of an arc ab of M belongs to M-ab, and therefore every limit point of end points of T belongs to H. Then every limit point of branch points of T must also belong to H, and it follows that the set of branch points of T cannot [July be dense on any arc of T. In particular, if ab is any maximal arc of M there must exist two inner points / and g, in order afgb such that no point of fg is a branch point of T. Also, the branch points of T on a/, if they are not a vacuous or finite set, must form a sequence converging to a; correspondingly, the branch points on gb if not in finite number converge to b. Further, no one of these branch points is of higher than finite order, or it is a limit point of end points (which is not possible). Moreover, if an inner point x of ab is a branch point, and ex is an arc in any of the branches of T at x (distinct from the two containing ax and bx respectively) there is a point c' on cx -x such that c'x -x contains no point of M and no branch point of T.
5.3. This suggests the following "construction." Let \p be a curve of C consisting of the three arcs ax, bx, ex, where ax • bx = bx ■ ex = ex ■ ax = x. We wish to show that there is an arc c'b such that \pc'b = c'+b and c' exc, and such that no point of c'b is at a distance from xb greater than a preassigned e>0. By §4.3 there is an arc bb' such that xp-bb' = b (compare §4.3). By property A there is an arc yz, no point of which is at a distance greater than e from xb such that yexe, zcxb', and i^-yz=y+z.
We shall say that yz "covers" points of <xz>. If the point b cannot be "covered" in this way, there is a point b" on xb such that b" cannot be covered but every point of <xb"> can be so covered. There is a S>0 such that any two points of iC -axb")Sib", 5) are arc-joined in iC-axb")-Sib", e). There is an arc y'z' which covers the subarc xz' of xb", such that no point of y'z' is a distance greater than e from xb and such that z' c Sib", §5). It is immediate that the point b" can also be covered, and the arc c'b, above, exists.
6. Let M* be an arbitrary M. K. subset of C. By §3.1 there is an M. K. Further, there is in Q"i an arc cj'qn such that no point of 2, • • • , and i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , jn; cníb-ab = b, cj ccni'qn, and Cn'bcS(qnb, €i/2n).t Since the arcs (qnb) converge to b, the arcs (cjb) form a null-family converging to b and Pa= X 2^,cn'b is a perfect continuous curve.t We note that ab-Pb = b and that Po-Tf = 0. There is, on the arc c"/g" of C"i'q", a point cni-such that c"ig"-P6 = 0; and <Cn¡qn> as subset of <cni'qn> contains no point of M or branch point of Ta. It is readily seen that (T"-¿^ ¿< cn,qn>)+Pb is closed and connected and contains MTg. As subset of T"+Pb, which is "perfect," this contains a tree Tb irreducible about M-T", and it is seen that no point oí gb -bis a branch point of Tb-By a precisely similar argument there is a perfect curve PacS(af, «0, Pa-(ab + Tb) =a, such that in T¡+Pa there is a tree Ta irreducible about M-Tf, and no point oí fa -a is a branch point of Ta. Let T0 designate T, let Ti = Ta+mi+Tb, § and let Pi = Pa+mi+Pb-Then we have shown that there exists a perfect curve Pi cS(mi, ex) such that Fo+Pi contains a tree Tx irreducible about M and such that no point of < mx > is a branch point of Tx.
Let Nk = 2^,imb and suppose Tn-x constructed so that no point of
By the argument above there exists a perfect curve P" c S(mn, e") such that in r"_i+P" there exists a tree Tn irreducible about M on which no point of <mn> is a branch point. From our choice of e" it is clear that no point of < Nn > is a branch point of Tn. Now since («») is a null-family with H (see §5.2) as its sequential limiting set, it follows that (P") is a null-family with H as sequential limiting set, and Tn+ 2^,'P* (w=0, 1, • • • , and the prime indicates that the summation is over values of i>n) is a perfect continuous curve Kn. It is seen that Kn ^ Kn+x s M. Then IT°2?n contains a tree irreducible about M : let this be T'. Now we know that ( < Nk >) ■ H = 0, and from our construction (<Nk>)-P,-is 0 iij>k. Then it follows that no point of <Nk> can be a branch point of K,, j>k. Then no point of <N> is a branch point of T'.
7. We interrupt the course of argument to establish a needed consequence of both property A and the assumption that C is without local cut point. We prove A': if x is an end point of an arc m of M, then for every preassigned e>0 there exists o 5>0 such that if y and z are points of (C -N) -S(x, Si) they may be arc-joined in (C -N)-S(x, e).
t For S(X, e) read the set of points whose distance from X is less than e. Î We shall sometimes call these perfect curves, and sometimes "perfect." § It is remembered that mi = ab.
|| By an extension of terminology, whenever X is a point set whose components are arcs, <X> will denote thé set of open arcs.
[July Let x denote an end point of an arbitrary arc m = x"x of M. There is an open connected subset D* of C containing x, of diameter less than a preassigned e, and such that x"x-FiD*) =x', where x' is some inner point of x"x. Let B* denote the set of points of M which belong to FiD*) or which are contained in D* and belong to an arc of M having at least one point in common with FiD*). Let B" = B* -x'x. Now x' is not a limit point of B" since B" c M -x"x'x. If t is any point of 77" -B", tcMD* and we readily conclude that infinitely many of the arcs of M are of diameter greater than \p{t, FiD*)}. Since this is impossible, we have that B" is closed. We have to show that D-B" is connected.f Otherwise B" contains a subset B which is closed relative to D and is such that every point of B is a limit point of at least two distinct components of D-B. Suppose that m'^yy'y" is an arc of B" such that the inner point y' is a point of B. Then if some point w, in order yy'wy" say, is not a point of B there is a first point w' in order ww'y' such that w' is a point of B. It follows at once that the arc yy'w' does not have property A at the point w'. We may conclude that if B contains an inner point of an arc to" of M it contains the entire arc. Analogously, if B contains an inner point of x'x it contains xx' -x'. Now let N" be the set of those end points of the arc set N which are at the same time points of B : we have shown that this is not vacuous if B is not vacuous. Let t be a point of N". Since t is a point of D, there is a neighborhood U of t such that U cfl. Now although B is closed only relative to D, U D is closed absolutely (that is, in C). Since BcN, it follows that U-N" is closed absolutely and U-N" is self-compact and countable. Therefore it contains an isolated point t*. Finally, if t* is an end point of an arc of B this arc will not have property A at the point t*, and if t* is an isolated point in B it is necessarily a local cut point of C. This establishes A'.
8. We shall come at once to the principal argument of this paper and asf This establishes the local connectedness if we then regard D as an arbitrary neighborhood of any point of it. sume, reserving §9 for its proof, that there exists in C a tree T* irreducible about M and such that no point whatever of N is a branch point of F*.f Then let p and q be arbitrary end points of T*. We shall proceed to construct an arc, which we designate by p(N)q, which has the end points p and q and which contains N.
Suppose that T* contains a ^-curve, \p = px+cx+qx, and that c is an end point of a maximal arc of N which is contained in ex. If c is an end point of T*, there is a point c' and an arc cc' such that cc' T* = c. If c is not an end point, let cc' designate an arc of T*, cc' cx = c. Let an e>0 be preassigned. We wish to show that there exists an arc st, stcS(cx, e) ■ {C -(N+cx)}, sc <cc'>, andt c <pq>. If, for any n, mn-cx7¿0, mn c ex or some point of m" is a branch point of T*. If w" • c?¿0, m" c ex or c is not an end point of a maximal arc of N belonging to ex. Since a; is a branch point it is surely not a point of N. Therefore, for any n, if m"cx?±0, mnccx. Then there exists an e' such that if, for some/, m¡-S(cx, e'^O, and also m¡-cx = 0, then b(m,) <\e. Now by §5.3 there is an arc s't' in (C -ex) -S(cx, e'), s' c <cc'> and t' c <pq >. If s' or t' is a point of N, it is clear that there exists an arc ss' and an arc it', where s is a point of <s'c> -(C -N), t is a point of <xt' > ■ (C -N), such that the arc st in ss'+s't'+t't belongs to S(cx, e'). Suppose that m is any arc of N such that st-m^O. Then certainly m does not belong to ex, and mcx = 0. Also, m-S(cx, e')^0. Then mcS(cx, e). Now if (mk) denotes the set of arcs of (mn), where k ranges over some particularised subset of the positive integers, which have points in common with st, then st+ 2~l(mk) c S(cx, e). Since (mk) is a null-family, and each arc of it has a point on st, the sequential limiting set also belongs to st. Then there exists an open connected set D*, and st+ 2~lmk = st+ 2~lmkcD* cS(cx, e)-(C -cx). We must show, finally, that there is an arc st in D* (C -N).
But this is the proof of §7, with slightest modification. One begins at the third line of the second paragraph of that section, reading "Let H* ■ ■ ■ ." Then let H" = H*, and omit the next line which relates to a set which does not, in our new argument, exist. Now (st+2~^mk) H" = 0. Let D be the component containing st+ 2~lmk, and DH" = 0. In the next line omit distinct from x"x'x, and omit the last line of this and the last line of the next paragraph (these relating to x"x'x).
8.1. Now if pq is the arc pq of T* it is clear at once that either mx c pq or mxpq = 0. If Ni = micpq, let p(Ni)q = pq and Tx* = T0* = T*. If mx-pq = 0 there is in T* the ^-curve ¡¡/x = pXx+CxXx+qxx where Cx is the point ai or the point bx so that cxxi 3 Wi ; clearly xi is not a point of N (being branch point of f Compare §6, where this is shown for <N>.
[July T*). If ci is an end point of T*, there is a point c and an arc ccx such that cci-T* = cx and 5(cci) <1 (compare §4.3).f If Ci is not an end point of T*, let ccx designate an arc of T* such that ccx ■ cxxx = cx. From §8 we may conclude that for any preassigned e>0, there is an arc sxtx such that (1) sxtxcSicxxx, e) •(C-{N+cxxx}). We may suppose, further, that (2) sx is the only point which sxtx has in common with that component of iT*+cxc) -cx which contains c; then the arc JiCi of T*+cxc has cx only in common with cxxx and sx only in common with sxh; and (3) txis the only point of sxtx which belongs to the sum of the two components of T*-Xi which contain p or q respectively; for definiteness we suppose that this is the component containing a, and there is in T* an arc txxx, where x{ (which may be ii) is a point of < xxq >.
8.2. It is fairly intuitive that if yiZi is any arc of pq with xx as inner point, then it is possible to choose the e above so that x{ c <yia;i> + <a;iZi>. Rigorously: there is an e'such that pxxq-Sixx, «') c <yiZi> and a 5 such that if t is any point of T*Sixx, 5) then the arc txx of T* belongs to Six, «'). Let y' and z' be points in order yiy' cxxz' = zx such that y'xxz' cSixx, 5). Now T*-i <y'xx> + <xxz' >) contains an at most finite number of components, x0, xx, ■ ■ • , xn, which have any point in T*-{C-Sixx, 5)} ; one of these, say Xo, is a tree containing cxxx, and Xa-Xi = 0, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Let e<p(X0, 2^,1XÎ). Then we shall suppose the e of the previous paragraph to have been so chosen that 0 < e < 1, and bixxx( ) < 1, and we shall designate it by ei. 8.3. Since sxtx ■ cxxx = 0, it is clear that at most a finite number of the components of T* -cxXi have points in common with sxtx. Then it is not difficult to define an arc, which we designate by Si(*)ii, and which has the following detailed structure:
ii(*)*i=Sitls{U.' • • ■ sxkHx, where sxt{, sxt", ■ ■ ■ , sxkltx are non-degenerate arcs of sxtx with end points only on T0*,t while t(sx, tx'sx", ■ ■ ■ , txkisxkl are subarcs (or points) of F0* corresponding to different components of T0* -Ci#i. § Let piNx)q denote the arc pxxcxsxi*)txxx q, where pxx+x{qcpiNo)q.
Let T* be a continuum of To*+sxi*)tx irreducible about M+piNx)q. Then T* is necessarily a tree because the components of M+p(Nx)q are arcs or points.|| It is readily seen that T* is irreducible about M, that it has no point of N as branch point, and that every point of Nx=mx separates p and q.
8.4. We suppose, for induction, that ckxk, sktk, ski*)tk) piNk)q, and T* have been defined for all k^n -l so that (1*) ckxkcT*; (24) sktkcSickXk, f It will be appreciated that, in this case, T* and f»i are locally identical at cx. X To prepare for an induction we write T* for T* and p(No)q for the arc pq of 2*. § This will be recognised as traditional "procedure" from "first point on ... to last point," etc.
1/k) ; (3k) T* is irreducible about M and has no point of N for branch point; (4k) Nk= 2^,imicP(Nk)q which is the arc pq of T*; (5k) for i<k, CiXi-ckxk = 0, or =xk, or there is a j, i<j<k, such that CiXi-ckxkcxjX¡! (of Pj*_i);t (6t) (a) h(xkxi)<l/k, (b) XkXi -rt*cr*;t (7t) if sc is any point of p(2V*)?
which is a branch point of F&*, then x is an inner point of an arc yir)>2 of p(Nk)q such that if (C-T*) yiX^O, i = l, 2, then (yiX-x)-M = 0, and yiX -x contains no branch point of T*. The proof of (7i) is an easy consequence of the structure of Si(*)ti: we shall give the details in their proper place (see §8.8).
8.5. Let t be any point of T*_x which does not belong to (pNn-\)q-There is an arc tt' of T*-i such that tt' -p(Nn-x)q = t'. Now suppose that t does not belong to T*. Then tt' contains an arc a such that a-F* = 0. Now if a does not belong to F*_2 it has a subarc ß and ß-T*_2=0. Since ßcac T*_u it follows that ßcp(Nn-i)q.
But tt'■p(Nn-x)q = t'. Then there must exist an integer/, lújún -2, such that a c T*, iTij, but not in T*_u where T0* = T*. Then a has a subarc y such that y ■ T*_l=0, and y c p(N,)q. Since 7 does not belong to p(Nn~x)q there is an integer k,j<k£n -l, such that ycp(Nk-x)q but not in p(Nk)q. Since pxk+xkq of p(Nk-x)q = pxkxkq is contained in p(Nk)q, it follows that ycxkXk of F*^. But 7 ca c P4*, and it follows from (6b) of §8.4 that y c T*. The contradiction shows that tt' c P*. It shows also that every branch point of P*_i which belongs to p(N"^x)q is a point of T*, for if t' be such a point we can obviously find for it an arc corresponding to tt' above.
8.6. Now, either mn belongs to p(Nn-x)q or mn-p(Nn-x)q = 0. In the first case, let p(Nn)q = p(N"-i)q and F"* = P*_1; the sets cnxn, etc., are vacuous. In the second case, there is in P*_( the ^-curve, \¡/n = pxn+CnXn+qxn, where c" is the end point a" or ¿>" of mn so that cnxn 3 mn. We have seen above that cnXn c T* and this is (1") (of §8.4). It is obvious that cnxn ■ cn-xXn-i is vacuous or it is the point xn. Let t be a subarc of cfXi• cnxn, i<n -l. Then t does not belong to p(Nn-x)q, but r cp(Ni)q. Then there is a &, i <¿<» -1, such that t c p(Nk-i)q but is not contained in p(Nk)q. Then t c a;***' of F*-i> and we see that (5") holds.
8.7. Let G(xn) be the component of F*_i -2Vn_i which contains *", and p" =p(T*_i -G(xn), CnXn) >0. Let e" be a number greater than zero such that (1') e"<l/», (2') €"<ïp", and (3')e"<èen-i. We have a fourth restriction (4') to impose upon e", but it will be convenient to suppose this made and postpone for a moment its consideration. Now if the point c" of cnxn is an end point of F*-i, let cncn be an arc, 8(cncn) < 1/n, such that cncn ■ P*_! = cn.% t It is to be borne in mind that Xtx¿ denotes always the arc of T*. X For this, and the next line, one follows §8.1 replacing 1 by n.
[July Otherwise, let cncn designate an arc of T*_x such that cncn ■ cnxn -cn. Let sjn be an arc, defined in complete analogy with Sih, such that (1) sjn c Sic"Xn, e") • (C-{N+CnXn}), and (2) and (3) are parallel to (2) and (3) of §8.1. Then we may suppose that Sni*)tn = sJñsn"tn" ■ ■ ■ snkntn; PiNn)q = pxnCnSni*)tnXnq, where pxn+xñq c piNn-X)q; and Tn* irreducible about M+piN")q, have all been defined. Then it is clear at once that (2"), (3"), and (4") all hold. We have established (1") and (5") in §8.6, so that there remain (6") and (7") to complete our induction. 8.8. Let yia;ny2 be the arc of (7"_i).f Clearly we may suppose that biyxxny2) <l/n. Then, as we have seen in §8.2, we may choose e" such that (4') Xn c <yxxny2>, where the argument of that section permits us to express this choice quite formally. Then (6"a) is immediately verified. Since xn' is not xn we shall say for definiteness that xn' c <xny2>. Now if xnxn' ■ iC-T*) =0, (6"b) is verified at once. But if xnxn' ■ (C-T*) ^0, then no point of <xnXn > is a branch point of T*_x or a point of M. In this event, since F"*o piNn)q and is irreducible about M it follows that F"* contains no point of <xnx£ >. Then (6"b) holds.
To verify (7") one bears in mind §8.5, that T*_x-piN"_i) q c T*', and writes for piNn)q its detailed structure: piNn)q = pxnCnSntn sñt"s" ■ ■ ■ tk"nsknntnXn q. From the analogy with sxh, no point of <sntn' > + <sn't" > + • • • +<snnt"> is a branch point of Tn*. On the other hand, x"cn +tñsñ +t""Sn" +tnk"SnkncT*. Again, pxn+x¿qcPiNn-X)q. It will be clear that we need only discuss points of cnsn+tnxñ, because these arcs are, in a sense, ambiguous. Thus, if c" was an end point of T*_x the point sn ccnc" of C -iT*_l -c"), and no point of c"sn can be a branch point of F"*. If c" was not an end point of T*_u the arc c"sn is an arc of T*_x and belongs to T*. If tn is not the point x"', the arc t"xn' is a non-degenerate arc of points of T*.
But if /" is xn', no point of sknnxn' = sknntnXn' is a branch point of Tn*. Then our induction is complete. 8.9. Accordingly, we suppose F"*, sjn, sni*)tn, c"xn, to have been defined
for all values of w = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ . It may have happened, but is immaterial to the argument, that for some values of n, s"i", etc., are vacuous: Tn* is always defined. We have seen that cnxn c T*. Now if more than a finite number of these are of diameter greater than a preassigned e>0, it follows from well known theorems of Wilder on trees that there must exist an arc X of T* of diameter at least \t which belongs to infinitely many of these. But if XcdXi■ CkXk, i<k, then, for somej>i, XcxjX¡. But dixjx¡)<l/j, and it is immediate that there is an n such that X does not belong to dXi, i>n. Then icnXn) is a null-family, and it has the sequential limiting set B of (to") . Then f § 8.4, for k = n -\: x" is a branch point of 7^_i and xn C p{Nn-\)q.
(sJn) is a null-family with sequential limiting set H. To apply our lemma quite rigorously we let (sj,) denote those arcs of (sj") which have a point in common with P* and (s,-t,) the set which do not. For the latter it is clear from the preceding section that 5(c,s,) <l/j, so that the set (c,Sjt{) isa null-family with limiting set H. Then r" = P"*+ J)'i<<<+ TEJ'cjSfa is a perfect continuous curve, »=0, 1, 2, • • • , and r" 3 Tn-x^M. ThenlX* F" contains a continuous curve T irreducible about M. Now mn separates Pn* between p and q. Since no point of mn is a branch point of P"*, Tn* -m" is the sum of two components P and Q containing p and q respectively, and p(P, Q)=p">0. Then for every k, k >n, pk of §8.7 will be less than p", and from restrictions 2' and 3' on tk it follows by customary arguments that every point of mn separates p and g in Tn: therefore in T. Now T contains an arc pq which we designate by p(N)q, and p(N)q 3 m" for every n. Then p(N)q 3 N, and consequently p(N)q 3 N = M 3 M*, and M* is our original and arbitrary MooreKline subset of C.
9. Then our principal theorem is completely proved when we have justified the assumption of §8 that there exists in C a tree P* irreducible about M and such that no point of N is a branch point of T*. We have seen in §6 that there is a tree T' irreducible about M which has no point of <N> = X)<w«> f°r a branch point. If no point of (a") or (ô") is a branch point of T', then T' is the tree P*. We may suppose, possibly by a reordering of the arcs and a relettering of the end points of one of them, that the point bx of Wi is a branch point of T'\ it will be convenient to let b designate the point ¿V Now T' -<mx> =T+T°, where P and P° are trees, b is at least an ordinary point of P and P° 3 ai (or, possibly P° is ax). It will be convenient to let the term a branch of T designate the closure of a component of T -b.f Let (Bn), n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , denote these branches.J It is well to have in mind the discussion of §5.2: we shall conclude from it that if bx is any arc of P with end point b, since bx-(C -M)^0, bx contains a sequence of arcs converging to b which have on them no point of M and no branch point of T.
Choose an €, 0 < e <min {1, S (Pi), b(B2), \p(T, F°)}. Let t denote an end point, distinct from b, of Si, and let t' be a point of the arc bt such that bt' c S(b, e). Now at most a finite number of the branches of P are of diameter greater than e/3. Then there exists a set Pi which is the sum of a finite set of arcs such that (1) Pi c S(b, e) -(C -N), § (2) each arc of Pi has an end point f Strictly, b may not be a branch point, and generally there are other branches; for the moment only these sets will concern us. Î Although we have assumed explicitly that these are in infinite number, we make the convention that when a set Bk does not exist, then it is the point b. § By §7. on bt' and an end point on some branch ¿J,-, *>1, whose diameter exceeds e/3, (3) each branch 2?, of diameter greater than e/3 has at least one point where two sets on the right are without common point unless they are adjacent, and in this case one of them is an arc and the only common point is the juxtaposed end point; and the open connected set Un, /n -#n c t7" c Un cSib, €"), where e"<(l/w). Further: Ki is "perfect," /" is a tree containing b, yiXi is an arc of bt' containing no point of M or branch point of T', andj there is the order bxnynxn-X • ■ • Xiyxt't. Finally, MT = MIn. Let 0<e"+i<(l/» + 1), and Sib, e"+x) c t7". Then we can define in S(o, e"+i) a set Ln which is the sum of a finite set of arcs each with an end point on bx", and an arc xn+xyn+x of bxn (in order : bxn+xyn+ixn), and a tree Jn+X, and an open connected set Un+i, and we can define in Un a perfect curve Kn+X, such that replacing /" by Kn+x+Jn+i and t7" by Un+X, the resulting sets 7"+i and Un+i complete the induction.! Now bt+ 2~2"Kn is "perfect," so that b+ 2z"y"+ 2~lKn is "perfect" and this contains a tree Y irreducible about M ■ T. It is clear that b is an end point of Y. It should be clear also that F+TOi + F0 is a tree irreducible about M with no point of <N> as branch point, and on which the point b = bx is not a branch point. Now P = bt'+ 2Z\°Ln is "perfect," PcSib, e), and YcT'+P. Let X denote 2^Lx^y^-If ai is an end point of 7"', T° = oi. Then let T{ = F+TOi. If ai is an ordinary point of T', it is an end point of P° and there exists a set of arcs of P° which we designate by X', such that these contain no point of M or branch point of P°, and such that ai is a point component of P°-<X'>.
Then let Pi' =T°+mx + ¥, Px = P, and Xx = X'+mx+X.
If ax is a branch point of T', therefore at least an ordinary point of P°, there exists, by precisely the argument above, a perfect curve P' cS(ax, e), and a set of arcs X' such that in T°+P' there is a tree Y' irreducible about M-F° and (1) Pi'-<Xi>.
9.2. Suppose r"'_i defined. Then let G(mn) denote the component of Tn-x-^2i~1<Xi> which contains mn. Let p"=p(P"'_i -G(mn), mn)>0.
Choose e", 0<e"<min (\pn, e/n). By precisely the arguments above there exists a perfect curve Pn <= S(mn, e") and a set of arcs X" such that in P"'_i+P" there is a tree P"' irreducible about M which has no point of <N> and no point of Nn = 2^\mi as branch point, and the points of En where En denotes 2~Lï(ai+bî) axe point components of F"' -2^?i<Xi>, the latter set containing no point of M or branch point of P"'. It is not difficult to see that r" = P« + Sn-f¿ ° r«+i 3 A2" is "perfect" and contains no point of Nn as branch point. Then by familiar arguments ( § §6, 8.9) there is in ILT» a tree P* irreducible about M with no point whatever of N as branch point.
We have justified our assumption in §8, and completed the proof of the Moore-Kline Theorem. It is not a difficult consequence of the self-compactness of a Moore-Kline set that the equivalence of the Moore-Kline property and property B can be extended to the non-metric spaces of Moore (see his Colloquium Lectures).
10. If C is an arbitrary generalised continuous curve having the MooreKline property, and is not a simple continuous curve, and if M is an arbitrary Moore-Kline subset of C, then in order that two points x and y of C shall be end points of an arc xy of C containing M, it is necessary and sufficient that (1) x and y are not end points of the same arc of M (unless, trivially, M is an arc xy), (2) neither x nor y is an inner point of any arc of M, (3) neither x nor y is an end point of a maximal arc of M and at the same time a limit point of the complement in M of that arc. Whether x and y belong to M or not, M+x+y is an M. K. set. Let us see, first, that if z is a point of an M. K. set M' of C and is not a point of any arc of M', then there exists an arc zq, where q is not determined, and zqoM'. For, there is some arc aboM'. Ifz [July is an inner point of this arc, then by precisely the argument of the first paragraphs of §9, there exists a tree T*+ containing M' which has z as end point. Then, calling p the point z, it follows from §8 that there is an arc zq 3 M'.
To return to x and y. There is some arc vw 3 M. Since x and y are not end points of the same arc of M, there exist open connected sets Dx and Dv containing x and y respectively, DxDv = 0, and M cDx+Dv. If either # or y is an end point of an arc of M one of them is, and let us assume that x is such a point and is end point of a maximal arc xz of M. Now Dx~ixz-z) is an M. K. space, and from (3) above M Dx -ixz-z) is an M. K. set, and z is not an end point of an arc of this set. There is in Dx -ixz -z) an arc zq which contains Dx■ M -ixz -z), and qz+zx is an arc qxoM Dx. Similarly there is an arc q'y in Dy, q'y z> MDV. Now C-{ixq -q) + iyq' -q') ] is a generalised continuous curve (one recalls §7, for example) and contains an arc qq'. Then xq+qq'+q'y is the desired arc xy. It can be proved that if M is any M. K. set of C and is homeomorphic with a given set M* of a line segment a*b*, there exists in C an arc ab containing M and preserving that ordering of the points of M which is induced upon them by the homeomorphism.î We shall not give this proof, for which the methods of the paper and the following additional property of C suffice : if xyz is any arc of C, every inner point y is accessible from C -xyz (we have seen this for the end points). With a proof of this last, which seems curious and of interest in itself, we shall conclude the problem.
On the hypothesis of this section, it is clear that y is a limit point of C -xyz. There exists an open connected set Dv, of arbitrarily small diameter, such that Dv-xyz= <x'yz'>, where x' and y' are inner points of xyz, and Dyxyz = x'yz'. It may happen that <x'yz'> separates Dy, but in this case every point of <x'yz' > and in particular the point y, is a limit point of every component of Dy-<x'yz'>: otherwise property A cannot hold (compare §7). But then (Z>"-<x'yz'>)+y is connected. Therefore y+iC -xyz) is connected and locally connected, and arcwise connected. Then some arc y*y exists, y*y-xyz = y.
11. With modifications which we shall give, the methods of this paper yield the following theorem due, for locally compact continuous curves, to G. T. Whyburn : In order that every self-compact totally disconnected subset B of a generalised continuous curve C belong to an arc L of C, it is sufficient that no point of C be a local cut point.
f For the properties of 7"*, see §9. X For euclidean spaces E", as special case of C, compare the argument given by the author in a paper to appear in the American Journal of Mathematics, Generalisation of a theorem due to C. M.
Cleveland.
We shall give the form of the proof, and dwell only on that part of it which differs a little from the arguments we have already met with.
If R is any countable point set of C, and D an open connected subset, then D -DR is arcwise connected (this is a simple form of the argument in §7). There is a tree P irreducible about H, and a countable set Q of points (q") of H which is dense in H. Let a and b be arbitrary end points of P. If t?i c ab c P, let Ti = T and a(T)b = ab. Otherwise there is the ^-curve, \J/i = axi+qiXi +bxi. Let an e be preassigned. There is in S(qiXi) ■ {C -(Q+Xi)} an arc st with 5 c <;cic7i> and / the only point on Xi, by which we designate the sum of those two components of P-Xi which contain aori respectively. There is in P an arc txl, where xl is on <axi > or <xib > ; we shall suppose it on Xxb for definiteness. If p is any point of 5171-171, we shall say that it is covered by an arc sptp iispc <pxx> and tpc <pqx>, sptpXx = 0, and sptp-(Q+Xi) =0.
It is clear that for every point p such a covering arc exists, of arbitrarily small diameter. The arc qiS is homeomorphic with the linear interval Ogr^l, and we let ¿71 correspond to r = 0. The subset of qiS corresponding to the points l/2n_1 }zr j= 1/2" we cover by a finite set PB of arcs of diameter less than (l/2n)e. Then in T+^P» there is an arc axiqixlb, and this is a(l)b.\ There is in P+ ^P" a tree Pi irreducible about H+a(l)b.
It will be observed that a(l)ô has been constructed to contain Xi. And this has been done so that it may be clear how, when a(n)b has been constructed to contain Qn=S"?<> a(n+l)b can be constructed to contain Qn+i-Suppose a(n)b and P" defined. If gn+ica(w)¿>, let a(n+T)b = a(n)b. If not, consider ffn+io;"+i. If xn+x ■ Qn = 0, let G(c7"+i)î be the component of P" -Q" containing x"+xq"+x ; if xn+x c Qn, § let this be the component of P" -(Qn -xn+x) •
The inevitable induction follows closely §9.2, and the proof that the customary sets T" are perfect continuous curves follows the arguments of §8.9. It seems to us that the remainder of this proof should be clear.
University of Texas, Austin, Texas f It is clear that qiXi+Xixi +x( t+ts+ZP" is a cyclicly connected compact continuous curve containing qx; if qi is not an end point there is a simpler construction available, but in general we should need the one above also. X It is well, here, to recall §9.2. § In this proof there is no "reduction" of the order of branch points, of §9.
